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The discussionof copyright (Chapter 9) is brief but will provide an adequate foundation if due care is taken in teaching
to discuss legislation relevant to the local jurisdiction. Chapter 10 introduces the concept of citation and avoidance of
plagiarism, providing clear examples of footnoting and endnoting styles; in particular, the use of the American
PsychologicalAssociation, the Modern LanguageAssociation and the Harvard author-date system is illustrated in some
detail.

The book concludes with a brief overview of the chapter review questions, a glossary of terms, an appendix of
common Internet error messagesand a skeletal index of twenty-nine entries. One hopes that a revised edition will
include an adequate index, at least asan example of the importance of such devices in ordering our complex information
world.

There are occasional "typos" (e.g. "Vein" for "Venn" on page 86, "cashes" for "caches" on page 88). Several of the
web addressesprovided in the references are out-of-date.

This text is largely to be welcomed. Used by a confident and competent instructor it will provide a largely-satisfactory
adjunct to a course on information literacy; used for self-instruction it will provide a solid basefor understanding.
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Wherever librarians gather, brows furrow asthe vexed question of Google is raised.Whilst its servicesare regarded with
great favour by many users- and not a few librarians - the profession remains cautious and sceptical. Rightly so, because
our training and experience should make us distrust any "one stop" solution to the complex problems of searching for
information.

The topic of this collection of papers is interesting and highly relevant because it encapsulates many issues that
managersof library servicesare confronting with funding agencies.We are living in changedcircumstanceswhere some of
our deepest professional beliefs are being challenged: could it be that a university, for example, could design a campus
without including a library? This is rumoured to have happened in the United States and we are probably all aware of
comments within the communities we serve, calling into question the need for our services in the "Google Age".

William Miller introduces the volume with a thoughtful overview of its contents. For this reviewer, the most provoking
point he makes is that Google declined the opportunity to add a paper: "We have to face the fact that libraries are small
potatoes in the Google universe. It will not accommodate itself to us;we will have to come to terms with it" (p. 4). My
hackles are raised by this, especially as one recalls the hubris of the recent "dot.commers" with their confident
predictions. I do not think we should abandon the insightsthat research on information-seeking hashad to offer just yet.
He goes on to comment, very sensibly, that we do need to explore and understand the Google phenomenon: whilst
Google is not "the enemy", it is too soon to embrace it without question.

Mark Sandler continues this theme with a brief history of Google's digitisation project, aiming to identify the reasons
for the project and the responsesand motivations of those libraries entering into partnership with it and those who are
waiting to see what happens. A disturbing factor is that few partner libraries have made the contractual details of the
arrangements public - thus, it is difficult to assessthe implications and to consider appropriate responses. In a telling
phrase he captures the essenceof one of the problems: "Google isall about scale,not tailored services.They are the Wal-
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Mart of information providers - there is something for everyone, but you haveto walk up and down a lot of aislesto find
your item" (p. I I). Never hasthe corner shop seemed more attractive!

One of the main partner libraries is the Bodleian Library of the University of Oxford. Ronald Milne describes its
contact with Google and the impact of the Google Library Project, which was announced on 14 December 2004, as
consistingof the "Google Five": the libraries of the universities of Harvard, Michigan,Oxford, Stanford and the New York
Public Library. He acknowledges that the process of digitisation is "on an industrial scale" (p. 27) and that many issuesof
data quality and bibliographic processinghaveemerged.

By this point in the volume, the uneaseof many readers will have taken shape: in a "Google-ised" world, is there any
need for libraries, librarians and all that we regard as being significant in our domain?RickAnderson spells out the issues
clearly and in measured tones. He is not alarmist and he, very properly, warns that "head in the sand-ism" is as unhelpful
as uncritical enthusiasm. At the same time, he offers a dose of realism: " ... it is quickly becoming lessand less true that
libraries offer more high-quality content than the open Web does" (p. 35). Mark Herring continues this debate by
considering the limitations and defects of electronic access.One of the phrasesto treasure is his coinage of "Webgasmic
readers", to describe those already under the thrall of all things electronic.

Mary Taylor brings us back to basewith a case study at the University of Nevada, Reno, of the trial use of one of
Google's commercial applications: the Google SearchAppliance (GSA). The utility of the GSA is considered, together
with its lessvisible impacts on human resources and infrastructure. The conclusion is that "a better understanding of the
technologies underneath it" is required before it can be deployed.

Google Print and Google Scholarare considered by Robert Lackie.The history of both isoutlined prior to a discussion
of their impacts on library and information services. Both are controversial, and Lackie is quick to point out that the
"track record" is short and certainly insufficient for forming any balancedview, but that this should not stop us expressing
our professional concerns, or exploring the applications to see what it is they can do well. Burton Callicott and Debbie
Vaughnmention that Scholar has been re-named as "Schoogle" in some circles; for this reviewer, this encouraged some
harmless therapy in developing similar amusingcontractions! Their paper provides the results of a test of Google Scholar
againstother bibliographic resources - the conclusionwas that Scholarprovided usefulsupplementation, but did not offer
a performance to equal that of an array of searchingtools.

The "invisible" or "deep" web is what has the search engine providers worried. One of the strongest arguments in
favour of our profession is the need for people who are professionally concerned with information per se and can guide
people to the very resources that are hidden from most general-purpose search engines. The importance of this is
discussedby Francine Egger-SiderandJaneDevine. The "gatekeeper" role of libraries, and librarians, is considered next,
by Shelley Phippsand Krisellen Maloney.Their conclusion is that the "gatekeeper" role is too restricted asa definition of
our professional potential. In the following paper, Maurice York reviews the impact of Scholar,and also concludes that the
professional roles need to expand so that "field librarians" work alongsideresearchers and become indispensableexperts
on Internet searching. Does this stir vaguememories of the roles of information specialiststhat we debated in the '60s?

It is already clear that Google Scholar is an interesting, but somewhat untested, application: this view is confirmed by
JaniceAdlington and Chris Benda in their review of its use in reference work. RebeccaDonlan and RachelCooke express
similar caution asa result of their review of its use in accessingfull-text holdings.

Mike Thelwall suggests that Google can be used to advantage in leading students to good sources of basic topic
knowledge, as a preliminary to conducting more focussed literature searching in depth. This paper serves a useful
purpose in "positioning" Google among the array of conventional search tools: it is neither omnicompetent nor to be
ignored, but experimentation is needed to confirm the purposes for which this tool is best suited. In a similar vein,
RachaelCathcart and Amanda Roberts consider the contribution of Google Scholar to information literacy, and Alan
Dawson considers how best librarians can ensure that the web-accessible resources of their libraries can be easily found
with Google. He includesgood examples of the useof metadata for this purpose.

The potential for invasion of privacy is inherent in many aspectsof the Internet and Google is, perhaps surprisingly, a
tool that could be used - though Paul Piper hastens to assure the reader that there is no evidence of its abuse of the
personal data that is collected whenever a search is conducted: as a minimum, Google retains indefinitely the IP address
of any computer used for searching, the date and time of the search, the search terms used and the browser
configuration. Whilst Google is open in declaring that this information is gathered, it is less clear as to how it is used.
"Service improvement" is cited - but the potential for harmful use is there and it should continue to worry us. Ron Force
follows on with a discussionof the Google "brand" and ends by emphasisinga point that is often overlooked: although
Google is "free", it generates almost all of its income through search advertising. Thus "enhancements" may not
necessarily be to the benefit of the searcher - they may be directed at maximising the opportunities for earning
advertising revenue.
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Krasulski and Bell conclude the discussions with a "competitive" strategy: how to keep informed about developments
in Google with a range of comment and critique from several sources. They review a range of web sites, blogs and other
sources that discuss and evaluate the Google phenomenon.
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This compilation brings together a collection of ten articles dealing with challenging issues surrounding electronic
resources in medical libraries. A list of indexing services and other tools that cover bibliographic access to the articles is
provided at the beginning of the book. As the publishers state, this book could be of use to those who do not subscribe to
the journal and, according to SACat, only one South African library currently subscribes to the Journal of Electronic
Resources in Medical Libraries.

The articles are mostly case studies of American librarians and libraries grappling with various issues surrounding
topics like licensing, negotiation of consortia packages, collection development, open access and e-journal pricing, off-
campus and across-campus access, publisher liability and the Semantic Web. The book contains a thorough introduction
and index. The well written articles include bibliographical references, and the content is delivered in a consistent format,
presenting helpful and specific ideas in easily understood language.

Consortium purchasing offers several benefits, at least offering a way for libraries to get more for their pooled money.
Members of SANHIP (The South African National Health Information Partnership) would be able to relate to the plans
made by libraries and publishers alike in "Moving the Big Deal" to establish win-win opportunities for both parties!

Many questions remain as to whether open accesswould indeed bring the much needed relief to the relentless rise in
journal subscription prices. In her contribution, "Scholarly E-Journal pricing models and open access publishing", Maggie
Wineburgh-Freed comes to the conclusion that for the more than 2000 peer-reviewed electronic journals listed in the
DOAJ (Directory of Open Access Journals), " ... it appears that in most cases these journals have not been viewed as
strong enough competition to cause commercial publishers to lower subscription journal prices" (p.22). Will increases
from 8% to 10% annually be continued, or will libraries cancel their subscriptions to make it clear to publishers they
cannot support spiralling prices? It is alarming that "...over 40% of the Open Access journals are not yet covering their
costs", and "... their financial future therefore seems somewhat uncertain" (p.37).

"Extending electronic resource licenses to a newly established overseas medical school branch" by Michael A Wood,
Carole Thompson and Kristine M Alpi, describes the importance of collaboration, coordination and the systematic
contacting of providers of full-text packagesand databases to expand their licenses, with the aim of extending access from
Cornell University Libraries in New York to a new e-library in Qatar. Their work resulted in the enhancement of e-
resource accessfor their users wherever they are, as the branch libraries are almost 7000 miles (I I 265 km) apart, with a
time difference of eight hours. Thus while most users at one location are asleep, those at the other branch have full
access. Both libraries gained financially, as cost sharing resulted in a significant increase in purchasing power. Another
clever solution which reduced simultaneous user needs is the curriculum at the Qatar branch, which lags two weeks
behind that of the New York branch.

In "Access to health information in Latin America and the Caribbean", the authors provide an overview of the initiative
to improve access to health information on a regional level, particularly through cooperative activities and by integrating
content available through SciELO and HINARI. They conclude that libraries should explore opportunities to participate in
cooperative network environments.

In "AssessingOnline Use... " Rick Ralston concludes that the results of his study do not support the reliance on online
journal list usage statistics for cancellation decisions. Other factors, such as database client usage patterns and special
circumstances that cause them to bypass the online journal list, come into play and should be taken into account.
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